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ALL ABOUT THE COMPANY

Albert Michler Distillery Int. enjoys a centuries’ old worldwide reputation 

for producing premium spirits such as Liqueur, Rum, Gin and original 

Czech Absinth. Its history dates back to the first half of the 18th 

Century. The original company was founded in Buchsdorf, Austrian 

Silesia, under the name of Albert Michler Buchsdorf, Likör- Rum und 

Spiritus-Fabrik. It remains a traditional enterprise up to the present. 

In 1863, the original company was supplying the entire Austrian-Hungarian 

Monarchy and all corners of the Empire. Later it was re-organized in 

Buchsdorf Austrian Silesia. During the Monarchy, the brand name 

“Albert Michler´s Original Buchsdorfer” became famous worldwide. 

The Company was permitted to use the title “Purveyor to the Imperial and 

Royal Household”, and in the 19th Century participated in some of the 

most renowned World Exhibitions. Albert Michler was one of the first 

distributors of original Jamaican Rum in Central Europe, also being a 

supplier of genuine Rum for the Austrian Imperial Navy. The mountains 

in the region and the unlimited numbers of herbs and spices were the 

basis for the first Absinth produced in the territory of the Austrian 

monarchy. 

Apparently there are beginnings of current global recognition of traditional 

Czech Absinth. Today 

Albert Michler Distillery Int. produces and offers an excellent selection of 

genuine spirits such as Caribbean Rums, distilled Gins, traditional 

Absinth and 100% natural Liqueurs.



AUSTRIAN EMPIRE NAVY
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A TRIBUTE TO GOOD OLD TIMES

Albert Michler is one of the oldest distilleries and rum houses of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Founded in 1863 in Silesia - today part of the Czech Republic - Albert Michler supplied rum to the 

Imperial Court and Navy. Today, Albert Michler upholds this tradition of excellence by sourcing 
Only the finest rums from Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad & Tobago and the Dominican Republic.

700 m. 6 btls. cs

An outstanding rum made of the finest selection of

Barbarian sugar cane. This blend is aged up to 23

years in different types of casks. It is a blend from the

famous master blender Paul Caris. This rum was made

after a whole century from the breakup of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire. That was one of the most important

happening in the past hundred years. We decided to

commemorate this events with Austrian Empire Navy 

Rum - ANNIVERSARY as it is exactly 100 years ago.

ANNIVERSARY

AUTHENTIC AROMATIC AWARDED



COLOUR Somber gold

NOSE
Fresh fruits and blooms, that develop into vanilla, 
coconut and a savour of chocolate.

PALATE Notes of tropical fruits, especially mango.  

FINISH Intensive, smooth and delicious.

ORIGIN
DISTILLERY

AGE
ABV

CONTENT

Barbados 
Foursquare Distillery 
up to 23 years. 
40% by vol
700 ml

TRADITION FROM SILESIA

ALBERT MICHLER DISTILLERY INT. 

Straight Up Old Fashoined Rum Sour


